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-30 unique coloring pages-One-sided pages; only one picture printed on each sheet-High-
resolution images-A comfortable and convenient 8.25" x 8.25" sizeWhether happy, grouchy,
playful or thoughtful, every cat loves to wear a little color and let their personality shine! Cats of
all shapes, sizes and personalities are here at your fingertips and ready for an artistic adventure!

"“Coloring fans should turn their attention to the Cornell Lab Publishing Group’s most recent
release, this week’s America’s Favorite birds...forty birds portrayed therein that serves as a
reference for those who want to be accurate in their color choice. I think I’ll buy a copy...”"---Cindy
Dobrez & Lynn Rutan, http://www.booklistreader.com/2016/07/11/bookends-childrens-literature/
does-jane-yolen-ever-sleep-bookends-wants-to-know-done/"“Cornell Lab Publishing Group is
tapping into another pastime― birding―with its first coloring titles, both publishing in September.
America’s Favorite Birds by Miyoko Chu and Brenda Lyons were crowd-sourced from 250,000
birders in four days...for 50 million birders in the U.S., these are going to be the definitive
coloring books.”"---Lela Nargi, publishersweekly.comFrom the Inside FlapAmerica’s Favorite
BirdsColoring enthusiasts and bird lovers rejoice with America’s Favorite Birds—a beautiful and
intricately designed upscale coloring book of North America’s most popular wild birds, from the
leading authority on birds, the Cornell Lab. And by people who love birds...the species included
in this special coloring book were selected by 250,000 votes from birders across North America!
America’s Favorite Birds is so much more than a typical adult coloring book. Each page
showcases the intricate details of birds’ feather patterns, as well as dramatic landscapes,
flowers, and trees. As you color, you’ll learn about the characteristics and behaviors that make
each bird unique and special. Color imaginatively or look for inspiration in the full-color section
with photos of all birds. Perforated pages make each finished page easy to save, share, and
display. This is the definitive coloring book for North America’s 50 million birders and coloring
enthusiasts everywhere.From the Back CoverAmerica's Favorite BirdsColoring enthusiasts and
bird lovers rejoice with America's Favorite Birds--a beautiful and intricately designed upscale
coloring book of North America's most popular wild birds, from the leading authority on birds, the
Cornell Lab. And by people who love birds...the species included in this special coloring book
were selected by 250,000 votes from birders across North America!America's Favorite Birds is
so much more than a typical adult coloring book. Each page showcases the intricate details of
birds' feather patterns, as well as dramatic landscapes, flowers, and trees. As you color, you'll
learn about the characteristics and behaviors that make each bird unique and special. Color
imaginatively or look for inspiration in the full-color section with photos of all birds. Perforated
pages make each finished page easy to save, share, and display. This is the definitive coloring
book for North America's 50 million birders and coloring enthusiasts everywhere.About the



AuthorBrenda Lyons is an illustrator from Manchester, Connecticut, whose work explores the
natural world with a deep love and focus on birds. Her watercolor paintings capture birds and
otherworldly avian creatures in realistic and dreamlike compositions, while she also paints
fantastical worlds in acrylic, oils, as well as using pen and ink and graphite. Brenda is the author
and illustrator of our America's Favorite Birds: 40 Beautiful Birds to Color and Winged Fantasy:
Draw and Paint Magical and Mythical Creatures (IMPACT Books, 2014). She holds her B.A. in
Art from Rocky Mountain College, and her M.F.A. in Illustration from the Savannah College of Art
and Design. Brenda also volunteers the at Horizon Wings Raptor Rehabilitation and Education
Center, helping care for sick and injured raptors and corvids, as well as community events and
education programs.Read more
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iiiireader, “30 Cute and Fun Cat Coloring Designs – printed on one side of white non-perforated
paper. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
I love coloring books with cats and this book has 30 fun designs to color. The designs are
stylized with lots of doodles which allows me to use a variety of colors. The designs range from
open and easy to color to those that are more intricate. The lines are thin on some while others
have heavy black lines which stand out boldly in a finished project.These cat coloring designs
have been curated by the publishers from a variety of image licensing companies. That means
that we get a variety of designers work in a single book, which is generally a great thing to get at
a reasonable price. While most of the designs are new to me, I found that a couple of them are
ones that I have seen in other books before but in a larger format. I will include a silent video
which will show all of the designs included in this book.The designs are printed on one side of
thin white paper. The book is a smaller than usual format. The pages are not perforated but the
artist has left ample room to cut a page out if you choose to do so. The binding is glued rather
than sewn, so you can have it cut off if you wish to have sheets rather than a book. The designs
all have finished elements or framing around them so I have a natural stopping point when I am
coloring. I really like this as it helps give work a more polished a finished look.All of my markers
and gel pens bleed through this paper and coloring pencils work well with it. You can see a list
below of the coloring medium that I tested on this book. As the backside of the page is blank, I
can use a heavyweight paper or chipboard beneath my working page to keep ink from leaking



through. Chipboard can be purchased at an office supply store or on-line fairly inexpensively. I
can reuse it many times over, so that is becoming my standard blotter sheet.These are the
coloring medium that I use for testing. If there is something else you feel I should be testing,
please let me know and I will see if I can add it to my growing pile:Markers: 1) alcohol-based –
Copic Sketch, Prismacolor double ended markers (brush and fine point), Sharpies (fine and
ultra-fine) and 2) water-based – Tombows dual end markers (brush and fine point), Stabilo 88,
Staedler triplus fineliners, and Pentel markersGel Pens: Sakura, Fiskars, and TekwriterColoring
Pencils: Prismacolor Premier Soft Core, Derwent Colorsoft, Prismacolor Verithins, and Faber-
Castel Polychromos”

mdgrl79, “Small, but it packs a cute cat punch!. I recently got into "adult coloring books," as I am
sure many others also have. The first one I purchased was a larger cat/kitten book (who doesn't
love cats?!). I realized that coloring would be a great way to keep occupied on a few flights I'm
taking this year, which are between 4 and 6 hours each way. But, the first book I got is way too
bulky for me to take along with all the other things I'll need to pack. So I came across this cat
book for a few dollars, and it is the perfect size for travel! It's very light, but just because it's
small doesn't mean it's not high quality. In fact, I think this book might be more "complicated"
than the bigger book I have. Some of the coloring areas are so, so tiny! If you are a perfectionist
like me, you'll probably want to invest in some very fine-point coloring markers to make your life
easier. Coloring is supposed to be a way to de-stress! Here's to hoping I can stay inside the
lines.”

CK, “Nice pictures, thin paper though. I bought this for my grand daughters 18th birthday and
she is going to love it. There are 30 different pictures for her to color. They are printed one only
the one side of the paper. It is a smaller book than the normal sizes. Unfortunately the pages
are not perforated to tear out so she would have to cut one out of the book. The paper appears
to be thin stock so I will tell her to use the coloring pencils and not the markers on this unless
she puts some paper behind it so it doesn't bleed through. It doesn't cost much so I am still
pleased with it.I paid full price for this cat coloring book”

Nugget, “Great creative artist. I love the creativity of the artist. these cats are great but the book it
smaller in size than I thought otherwise I would give 5 stars. It does have 30 pages that are one
sided for easy removal if you would like to take them out. I do love the assorted variety this artist
provides I just prefer the regular size books. I do think this would be great for packing on a road
trip. I really enjoy coloring it takes me to such a relaxing place and these moments are harder to
achieve these days.  Coloring is a great way to unwind after a stressful day.”

Ebook Library Reader, “If you love ALL swears, this is for you. I was originally going to give this
as a gift for my aunt, since she swears a lot and I thought it would be fun for her. I also got



another book but for myself. Well, the swear one will be mine and the other for my aunt. It has a
lot of the 'c' word in it and I thought it would be a little too raunchy for her. My boyfriend loves it
though! I do like the pictures to color, and if you're looking for a verrry sweary book, this is it! But
if you get offended by swears, move along!”

Babalooey, “Love, love, love this coloring book!. Love, love, love this coloring book! I'm kind of a
cat nut and have been looking for a related coloring book for a while now. This one is perfect.
Every page is different and there is a variety of head shots vs full body prints and varying
degrees of difficulty. The paper is a fine quality, but as a safety measure, I always place a spacer
between pages anyway to ensure that there's no bleed through to the next page. I plan to frame
3 or 4 of them to hang on the wall and the 8.25 x 8.25 size is a perfect fit for a narrow strip of wall
in my dining room.  Can't wait to see all of them when they're finished.”

ElleFancyPants, “Detailed Cat coloring pages.. This book is full of beautiful cat coloring pages.
Each page is prettier than the other and more and more unique. The pages are filled with
gorgeous detail. It was very relaxing to color all the pages in this book. My daughter who is four
also insisted she got to color a pretty kitty page and enjoyed it as well. So its not just for adults. I
used gel pens and colored pencils. If you do not want pen to bleed through then you should rip
the page out first. Other than that this book is great!”

Plain Jane,, “Fun Cats.... I did another book of cats, very similar and loved it. This has cats drawn
very like those and I cannot wait to get started. The paper is the kind that takes the color well,
and is easy to shade.”

Nemo, “Nice. Nice booklet plenty of drawings to paint from easy to very detailed”

L. Freeman, “Relaxing hobby. A very nice colouring book. It has good quality paper the felt tips
don't bleed round the edges.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good pictures, thin paper. Got as a gift for my friend, had a quick flick
through before wrapping it and was pleased with the images, but not so impressed with the
thickness of the paper. You would definitely have to put a couple of sheets of blank paper
underneath the page you were colouring, but apart from that, it's a lovely little book!”

ant, “This Cat colouring book is awesome. I love cats so this colouring book was a must have for
me. lovely patterns, and will take ages to colour bargain!!!”

flintstone, “Five Stars. person I bought this for loves cats.”

The book by Gary Greene has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 715 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 62 pages
Item Weight: 4.8 ounces
Dimensions: 8.25 x 0.14 x 8.25 inches
Reading age: 16 years and up
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